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Siliguri Sanitation Inaugurates its
showroom in Siliguri

Siliguri, May 11 : A new Showroom by Tikamchanda
Family for Sanitary Bathroom Fittings "SILIGURI
SANITATIONS" was inaugurated today by the Grand
father and Grand mother of Gaurav, Sri Amarchand
Agarwal & Smt. Sumitra Devi Agarwal at Church Road,
Golden Chember, Khokjhan Garage Building at 3 p.m.
On the occasion Gaurav Agarwal, owner of the Siliguri
Sanitations told we are already having our business of
Garden Supply in the name of Tikamsons Enterprise for
last 47 years and Wholeseller of Bathroom fittings in the
name of Gaurav Enterprise for last 20 years.
It was also informed that Gyser and Fans from MARC
will be available on very reasonable rates. Bathroom fittings from renowned companies like Jagur, Coats Marc
and Hindware will also be available in all range under
one roof.
Sri Sudhir Agarwal, father of Gaurav Agarwal
informed that his son is M.B.A. passed and instead of
doing job he choose to live with family and be a helping
hand in family business.

Honor launches the stunning Honor 8
Lite in India through offline channels
New Delhi , May 11 :
Honor, Huawei's smartphone e-brand for digital
natives, today launched
the brand's latest smartphone under the flagship
Honor 8 series- The Honor
8 Lite. Embodying the
motto "Reflects You", the
Honor 8 Lite is designed
for the style-conscious
consumer looking for premium design& high-performance
smartphone.
The mesmerizing sleeklooking Honor 8 Lite
offers great design, excellent low light photography
and lagfree experience.
Honor 8 Lite is a sleeklooking
smartphone
inspired by the beauty of
natural landscape with
premium looks oozing
style and takes after the
Honor 8 all-glass design.
The Honor 8 Lite will be
available with Android 7.0
(Nougat) and EMUI 5.0
and will be the first device
from Huawei Honor to
come out of box with this
update. The EMUI 5.0 has
been designed to further
enhance the Android 7.0
experience. The UI will
provide consumers faster
performance and a customizable user experience
while the advanced camera features will let you
capture your favorite

moments, clearer and
brighter.
Excited
about
the
launch, Mr. P Sanjeev,
Vice President- Sales,
Huawei India Consumer
Business Group said "The
Honor 8 Lite is set to revolutionize the sub-20K
segment. This phone is
ideal for consumers looking for a power packed
phone with stunning
design. The 8 Lite is a

refreshing change from
the current selfie offing
that run on outdated
chipsets; and provides
users a device that is aweinspiring both in looks and
performance. Running on
powerful Kirin 655 octacore chipset backed by a
4GB RAM+64GB ROM,
running on the latest
Android Nougat, the
Honor 8 Lite, is the best
smartphone choice for

consumers.
"We and our channel
partners are very excited
to launch this product and
are sure that the Indian
offline consumer will fall
in love on their first
glance at the all new
Honor 8 Lite" he further
added.
The Honor 8 Lite will
be available inPremium
Black color initially, followed up by blue color
later this month, and will
be available for purchase
from 12th May 2017 at an
MOP of INR 17,999
across all Honor partner
stores pan Indian. The
device will be bundled
with a 5V/1A charger, 3.5
mm handsfree with inline
call button, standard USBA to microUSB cable,
transparent back cover.
Honor has further
strengthened its service
capabilities and has
increased the number of
service centers pan India
to provide unmatched
after sales service to its
consumers.
The Honor 8 Lite will
come with 15 month service warranty along with
Honor's signature door
pick-up and drop after sale
facilities offering additional piece of mind for
the consumer.

